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Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below as 
you wish it to be published.  

I am content for my response to be attributed to me (as an individual) 

Name: 

Michael Bruce 

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name of 
your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Unsure 



Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Comments: 

I believe that a survey in 2015 showed that 80% of the public support the legislation. Most people who do not 
go to football matches, and most of those who go, do not find it acceptable that a minority of supporters should 
be allowed to indulge in offensive, threatening or sectarian behaviour in, or on their way to, football grounds. 
There is no justification for turning a blind eye to actions that, if carried out by an individual in a high street, 
would constitute breaches of the peace but, because they are carried out en masse, are though by some 
supporters to be an exercise of some supposed right of expression. Sectarianism is often called Scotland's 
Secret Shame - but there is nothing secret about it. It disrupts our society and stretches our police and medical 
resources. I was once employed as a Homeless Caseworker with Glasgow City Council. We caseworkers 
dreaded the aftermath of Old Firm games because we could be certain that the number of battered women 
seeking places of refuge would skyrocket the day after a match - 3 or 4 times the usual number of cases was 
not unusual. I understand that hospital A&E departments are similarly burdened by the victims of violence, with 
doctors and nurses themselves coming under threat. The OBFA is not perfect - no piece of legislation is - but if 
properly operated by the police and the courts (and let's not discount the fact that people working in the law 
can allow their own loyalties to affect their judgment!) then there is at least a chance of some improvement, 
and a message is sent out that anyone misbehaving in or near a football ground is risking their liberty. I have 
heard fans saying that they resent the Act because it 'criminalises' them. Well, the solution is obvious - if you 
don't want to be treated like a criminal. don't behave like one! 

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

See answer to Q1. 
 
Football clubs should support the legislation, instead of paying lip service. After all, they are keen on saying 
that it is only a minority that create the problem (all clear evidence to the contrary when the sectarian chants 
start notwithstanding). Of course, the clubs are businesses and a bigot's pound is worth the same as anyone 
else's! 

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by politicians, the 
police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

See previous answers. 
 
The justice system could take the view that some football matches involve predictable public order offences 
on such a scale that they should be banned in the name of public safety. Loss of income is likely to be the 
main driver forcing clubs to take responsibility for their fans. This is not Ancient Rome. The days of keeping 
the public from questioning their lot in life by providing bread and circuses are gone.  
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Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully opposed 

Comments: 

While I appreciate that social media, which provides both a platform and a cloak for the most vile abuse, is 
difficult to police, it is not impossible. It is a question of applying the appropriate resources to the identification 



Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

and prosecution of the culprits. Once it becomes widely known that anonymity is not a given, and prosecutions 
are publicised, the public will feel confident in reporting abuse rather than assuming there is nothing to be 
done. 

 

Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of expression (for 
example, use of other legislation)?  

It could be said that the necessary legislation already exists, distinct from the OBFA, but the fact is that the 
police and justice system are under no real pressure to use that legislation. The OBFA provides a focus, and 
a hope for the public who want to live their lives free of sectarianism and threatening behaviour.  

 

 

Page 13: Strict Liability   

Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, should 
it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps to control 
fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

Yes 

Comments: 

With the proviso that 'strict liability' should only be applied to the club's home games. If, for example, travelling 
Rangers or Celtic fans cause disruption on transport or in another club's ground it is hard to see how 'strict 
liability' could be applied fairly. Within their own grounds, clubs can regulate behaviour if they apply the 
necessary resources. There should be no excuse of 'unpredictabilty' - decades of evidence destroys that 
defence. 
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Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 Act? 
(Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

Don't accept that the Act should be repealed  
 

 

Page 15: Financial implications   

Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the proposed 
Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Significant increase in cost 

Comments: 



Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the proposed 
Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

The increased costs to the NHS, for example, are entirely predictable. 

 

Page 16: Equalities   

Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage and 
civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Negative  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

Don't think the Act should be repealed. If the Repeal Bill has a negative impact then it shouldn't be passed - 
why pass legislation that you know will have such an impact?  
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Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the consultation 
document?  

I think our parliamentarians should show more concern for the majority of their electorate who are long-past 
fed up with impact of loutish, threatening and sectarian behaviour associated with football matches in this 
country. Am I the only one who has seen tourists in Glasgow looking on aghast as fans have paraded through 
the city centre behaving like a rampaging mob, or making public transport unsafe for the hours surrounding a 
game, while police officers look on as if they can do nothing about it?  

 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

No Response  

 


